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TIPS ON MAKING GOOD SILAGE 

               Good silage can reduce feeding costs for your livestock.  And to get good silage, it doesn’t matter whether its 
drought damaged, hailed, or a normal crop, the same techniques are used. 

               There are three keys to making good silage.  The first is chop at the right moisture.  Silage in bunkers should 
be about 65 percent moisture, and in upright towers around 62 to 65 percent is best.  Bags work well between 60 
and 70 percent.  Silage chopped too wet will run or seep, carrying away many valuable nutrients, and it often has a 
sour, smelly, unpalatable fermentation. Silage chopped too dry usually develops some mold and the silage 
heats.  Cattle eat it really well but protein and energy digestibility can be low in heat-damaged silage. 

               Next, you must eliminate oxygen.  Proper moisture, tight packing, rapid filling, uniform distribution, and 
correct length of cut all help force air out of the silage.  Then cover the top with plastic to prevent oxygen in the air 
from penetrating and spoiling the outside two or three feet. 

               Finally, encourage rapid fermentation to lower silage pH.  Proper moisture at chopping and tight packing are 
a great start.  Adding inoculants can speed fermentation and can help reduce storage losses.  Sometimes they also 
improve silage feeding value.  Inoculants are especially valuable with wet silage but they also can improve drier or 
proper moisture silage. 

               Good silage provides economical animal production.  Correct moisture, a tight pack, and rapid lowering of 
pH can get you there. 
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